ASM Simplifies High-k and Metal Integration with First Atomically Engineered Single-Metal Gate Stack

BILTHOVEN, THE NETHERLANDS, May 19, 2008 -- ASM America, Inc., a subsidiary of ASM International N.V. (NASDAQ: ASMI and Euronext Amsterdam: ASM), announced the availability of a new atomic layer deposition (ALD) process implementing lanthanum oxide (LaOx) and aluminum oxide (AlOx) high-k cap layers that enable 32nm generation high-k metal gate stacks using a single metal, instead of the two different metals required previously for CMOS. High-k dielectrics, integrated with metal gates enable faster and smaller chips ideally suited for high performance servers and advanced products that require low power such as laptops, PDAs and smart-phones.

ASM has pending patents on the new LaOx and AlOx cap processes that address the challenges associated with metal gates at 32 nm geometries and below. Without cap layers, two different metals are needed to create the proper electrical characteristics of both sides (p and n) of the transistor switch. By introducing an ultra thin cap film between the hafnium based gate dielectric and the metal gate, atomic level charges will affect the interaction between the dielectric and the metal. The proper metal film performance can be tuned by varying the cap film’s thickness in a range less than 1 nm, which is only several atomic layers. The process control capability required to achieve such ultra-thin films requires the most advanced ALD technology, as offered in ASM’s Pulsar® process module. Multiple Pulsar modules can be integrated onto a single Polygon® platform to deposit hafnium based films and cap layers sequentially, without exposure to atmosphere, to control the interface between the films.

“Solving the integration challenges for high-k metal gates is a top priority for most of our customers,” explained Glen Wilk, Product Manager for transistor products at ASM. “This new process greatly simplifies the high-k metal gate integration and allows us to support gate first, as well as gate last process flows. ASM now offers ALD processes for the high-k dielectric, cap layer, and metal gate.” ASM is running these new processes at several key customer locations, and demos are available in ASM’s applications lab. Over 50 Pulsar modules are in production worldwide for various ALD high-k applications.
About ASM
ASM International N.V., headquartered in Bithoven, the Netherlands, and its subsidiaries design and manufacture equipment and materials used to produce semiconductor devices. ASM International and its subsidiaries provide production solutions for wafer processing (Front-end segment) as well as assembly and packaging (Back-end segment) through facilities in the United States, Europe, Japan and Asia. ASM International's common stock trades on NASDAQ (symbol ASMI) and the Euronext Amsterdam Stock Exchange (symbol ASM). For more information, visit ASMI's web site at www.asm.com.
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Safe Harbor Statement under the U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995: All matters discussed in this statement, except for any historical data, are forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements. These include, but are not limited to, economic conditions and trends in the semiconductor industry generally and the timing of the industry cycles specifically, currency fluctuations, the timing of significant orders, market acceptance of new products, competitive factors, litigation involving intellectual property, shareholder and other issues, commercial and economic disruption due to natural disasters, terrorist activity, armed conflict or political instability, epidemics and other risks indicated in the Company's filings from time to time with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, including, but not limited to, the Company's reports on Form 20-F and Form 6-K. The Company assumes no obligation nor intends to update or revise any forward-looking statements to reflect future developments or circumstances.
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